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Abstract
Different Java compilers and compiler versions, e.g., javac or ecj, produce different bytecode from the same source code. This makes it hard to trace if the bytecode of an open-source library really matches the provided source code. Moreover, it prevents one from detecting which open-source libraries have been re-compiled and rebundled into a single jar, which is a common way to distribute an application. Such rebundling is problematic because it prevents one to check if the jar file contains open-source libraries with known vulnerabilities. To cope with these problems, we propose the tool SootDiff that uses Soot’s intermediate representation Jim- ple, in combination with code clone detection techniques, to reduce dissimilarities introduced by different compilers, and to identify clones. Our results show that SootDiff successfully identifies clones in 102 of 144 cases, whereas bytecode comparison succeeds in 58 cases only.
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1 Introduction
Java projects often include a considerable amount of open-source libraries from public repositories, e.g., Maven Central which contains more than 3.5 million\(^1\) artifacts. Developers often include existing libraries by copying and pasting library source code or bytecode into their project [2, 3, 6, 11].

This raises license and security problems, as copyright terms may be violated or libraries with known vulnerabilities may become assembled into a project. A simple comparison of the project’s bytecode with the library’s code to identify which parts originate from the library is difficult, as different Java compilers or configured target versions produce slightly different bytecode. For instance, the bytecode generated by javac for version 1.5 differs from the bytecode generated for version 1.8. Thus, a simple comparison based on the bytecode will fail. Even if the source code of a library is openly available the exact compiler configuration must be known and used to recompile the source code. This information, however, is rarely available.

Developers have to trust that the vendors of an artifact compiled the source code without any modifications - as they do not know the exact compiler configuration to (re-)produce the same bytecode. There exists no option to trace and validate that the bytecode hosted in public repositories corresponds to the published source code.

Even under the assumption that the libraries are benign, developers may accidentally include known vulnerable libraries into their application [11]. To check if the project is susceptible to published vulnerabilities it is necessary to check if the project actually includes vulnerable library code.

Detecting library code inside a project becomes even more difficult by the fact that developers commonly bundle their software together, either by bundling all required libraries into a single jar (rebounding) or by embedding libraries re-compiled source code or bytecode of libraries directly into their project using different package names [3, 5, 11]. However, not only local libraries, residing on the developer’s machine, but also libraries hosted in repositories, e.g., Maven Central, are subject to repackaging and rebundling, and thus may contain foreign code.

\(^1\) by March 2019
To cope with repackaging, rebundling, different compilers, and unavailable library source code, we propose to use the intermediate representation Jimple [18] of the static analysis framework Soot [12] to identify the libraries and versions a project includes, instead of using the source code or bytecode directly. To do so SootDiff integrates and enriches Soot with an implementation of Myers’ Diff algorithm tailored for Jimple and additional optimization steps to reduce dissimilarities between different Java compilers. In contrast to Java bytecode which uses more than 200 different instructions, Jimple uses only 15 distinct instructions. As we show, for this reason many different but functionally equivalent code constructs are likely to coincide on the Jimple level. In contrast to techniques that identify libraries using statistical information that is orthogonal to the choice of compiler, e.g., hashes of method signatures, SootDiff considers low-level details such as method bodies, which is required to identify the library’s exact version - which in turn is required to identify the published vulnerabilities affecting the particular version.

To validate the feasibility of our approach, we compare how SootDiff performs compared to an approach solely based on bytecode comparison. Therefore, we check for 144 different classes in bytecode format, which we generated with different compilers and target version, originating from 17 Java source files, how often SootDiff and a bytecode comparison correctly identifies that two bytecode classes originate from the same source. In total, SootDiff successfully identifies for 102 test cases that they originate from the same source code, whereas a comparison based on bytecode succeeds only for 58 test cases. Thus, our results show that SootDiff and Jimple reduce dissimilarities introduced by different Java compiler and Java target versions. Consequently, Jimple eases the detection of similarities and differences between different bytecode artifacts.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

- We present an approach to compare the bytecode produced by different Java compilers based on the intermediate representation Jimple in Section 3.
- We compare the performance of our approach against a naïve bytecode comparison in Section 4.

2 Background

**Jimple** The static analysis framework Soot [12] uses an intermediate representation named Jimple [18] to produce a format for representing Java source and bytecode for static code analysis. Jimple serves as an abstraction layer by drastically reducing the number of instructions needed to represent bytecode. Jimple uses only 15 different instructions whereas Java bytecode is composed of over 200 instructions. The reduced number of instructions mitigates the dissimilarities introduced by different Java versions and compilers, as the 200 bytecode instructions are mapped to 15 Jimple instructions. Thus, Jimple helps to compare the bytecode generated by different compilers and eases the detection of code clones.

Figures 1a-2 show an example of Java source code, its bytecode, and Jimple code. Similar to bytecode, Jimple transforms Java’s control structures, e.g., if-else, loops, to goto instructions and program labels. For instance, the if-condition in the source code, shown in Figure 1a in Line 4, is translated to the branch instruction ifeq in Figure 1b in Line 7. The majority of lines in the bytecode, namely the Lines 9-17, constructs the string ”Debug:"+s using java.lang.StringBuilder referring to methods and strings (#9-#14) stored in the class’ constant pool.

In contrast to the bytecode, the Jimple code declares all variables explicitly, shown in Figure 2. The instructions to constructs the string and invoke the StringBuilder are fully resolved in Lines 17-20. Moreover, the condition on the variable debug is stated explicitly in Line 14.

![Figure 1. Java Source Code vs. Bytecode](https://sourceforge.net/projects/jikes/)

**Java Compilers** Several compilers to produce JVM-compatible bytecode from Java source code exist. The most common are Oracle’s javac, the Eclipse Compiler for Java (ECJ)\(^2\), IBM Jikes\(^4\), or the GNU Compiler for the Java programming

\(^2\)https://github.com/secure-software-engineering/sootdiff
\(^4\)https://sourceforge.net/projects/jikes/
Java 1.8 or Java 1.5. Consequently, simply comparing the Java language features during compile-time, optimizations target version 1.8 different bytecode for different Java target versions. On top of that, the comparison of Figure 2 and Figure 3b shows that even the (unoptimized) Jimple code parsed from the bytecode generated by javac and ecj differs.

3 Design: SootDiff

The idea of SootDiff is to use Jimple to compare two classes. This allows us to match classes with equivalent behavior even when they are produced with different Java compilers or different configurations. Additionally, this reduces the dissimilarities introduced by rebundling.

Figure 4 shows SootDiff’s approach in a nutshell. SootDiff’s result is a set of diff chunks for the class files using clone detection algorithms. Our approach is open to use with different traditional and established code clone detection tools. We currently use Myers’ algorithm [14] to compare methods’ bodies using java-diff-utils[7]. This greedy algorithm, which is for instance used in GNU DiffUtils, calculates the differences between two strings and a sequence of edits to

Figure 2. Jimple parsed from bytecode generated with javac target version 1.8

Figure 3. Bytecode vs. Jimple

Language (GCJ)[5]. Since the Java language specification [15] does not state if and how a compiler should optimize certain Java language features during compile-time, optimizations are a design decision of the particular compiler vendor. Thus, the bytecode created by different compilers differ.

A small example for the different optimizations is given in the figures below. Figure 3a and Figure 3b show the bytecode and Jimple code generated by the ECJ for the class Point2d. In contrast to Oracle’s compiler, shown in Figure 2, ECJ produces slightly different bytecode as the constant string "Debug:" is inlined directly into the StringBuilder constructor in Line 18, and thus requires one variable and invoke instruction less. Consequently, the bytecode generated by Oracle’s Java compiler and the bytecode generated by ECJ for the source class Point2d differ.

Moreover, Java compilers support the option to generate bytecode for different Java language versions, as the different versions of the Java language version support different bytecode instructions. Thus, a compiler may generate different bytecode for different target language versions, e.g., Java 1.8 or Java 1.5. Consequently, simply comparing the bytecode is insufficient as different Java compiler produce slightly different bytecode, even one compiler may produce different bytecode for different Java target versions. On top
convert one string to the other. The algorithm recursively finds for two sequences the longest common subsequence with the smallest edit sequence. Once this is done, the algorithm compares recursively two subsequences preceding and following the matched sequence until there are no more sequences left for comparison. We only use Myers' algorithm for comparing method bodies, whereas we compare the signatures of classes, methods, and fields semantically using apache:commons:DiffBuilder\(^\text{7}\) directly in Soot, and thus independent of their ordering in the code, e.g., the sequence in which the class declares its members or the sequence of method parameters.

In a first step, we use the Soot framework [12] to produce Jimple from the bytecode classes to compare, which may differ if they have been generated by different Java compiler. Therefore, we pass the bytecode files to Soot to transform them to Jimple. In a second step, SootDiff optimizes the Jimple representation using Soot's internal Jimple optimizer [18]. In this optimization step, SootDiff applies constant-propagation, dead-code-elimination, and unconditional-branch folder to the Jimple code [12, 18]. Thereby, these optimization steps reduce potential dissimilarities between the Jimple code caused by differences in the bytecode produced by different Java compiler.

In a third step, SootDiff further optimizes the created Jimple representation, and thus reduces dissimilarities. Currently, SootDiff contains an optimization step to reduce dissimilarities when constructing strings in Java using the java.lang.StringBuilder API, as shown in the Figure 2 in Section 2. In the future, one can add further steps for optimizing and evaluating simple arithmetic expressions. For instance, an optimization step may transforms an instruction of the form int \(\text{val} = 7 + 5 * 3 + x\) to int \(\text{val} = 22 + x\) by evaluating the arithmetic expression, which is, partially done by the ecj. Finally, we compare the optimized Jimple representations using Myers’ Diff algorithm [14] and report the differences in the form of diff chunks using apache:commons:DiffBuilder.

4 Evaluation

In the following, we present the results when using SootDiff to check if two bytecode classes originate from the same Java source code. Therefore, we apply SootDiff on the bytecode generated by different Java compilers and for different Java versions. As Java source code examples, we use the Java sample programs provided by the University of Illinois [7], which cover most features of the Java library classes. To generate the test cases shown in Table 1, we compile the Java source code using the compilers javac, ecj, gcj for the language versions 1.5 to 1.8. As reference bytecode classes, we generate bytecode for Java 1.8 using javac.

\(^7\)https://commons.apache.org/proper/commons-lang/apidocs/org/apache/commons/lang3/builder/DiffBuilder.html

Figure 4. Overview of SootDiff’s approach

In our evaluation, we compare the diff-results gained from comparing the different bytecode directly against the diff-results produced by SootDiff. To compare the “plain” bytecode of two classes, we first parse the generated bytecode and generate a textual representation using ASM’s org.objectweb.asm.util.TraceClassVisitor. Afterwards, we compare the textual representations generated by the TraceClassVisitor using the established diff library com.github.difflib.DiffUtils. Thereby, we ignore the Java language version information contained in the bytecode. To back up our results, we (re-)validate them running the Unix tool diff on the binary files.

To compare the Jimple code generated by SootDiff, we apply SootDiff on the generated bytecode classes and create diff chunks using Myers’ diff algorithm. We report two classes as equal if SootDiff does not report any diff chunks.

Table 1 shows the results of our comparison. The table highlights in green the test cases for which the bytecode comparison succeeds but SootDiff produces correct results. The table shows that for only 58 out of 144 test cases the bytecode comparison succeeds, although we ignore the Java version information in the generated .class files. Consequently, the generated bytecode contains more differences than the Java version, which validates our initial assumption that different compilers produce different bytecode for the same source code. In contrast, the table also shows that for 102 out of 144 test cases the comparison of the Jimple code succeeds. Even without any Jimple optimization steps, 66 test cases succeed.

The test case DiffBy8 fails because javac and ecj optimize unused local differently, as shown in Figure 5a-5c. The bytecode generated by ecj optimizes the assignment to the variable i in Figure 5a in Line 6, whereas the javac leaves the assignment unchanged in Line 6 in Figure 5b. Since the divide instruction may throw an ArithmeticException Soot does not remove the assignment statement.

The further 36 test cases fail because ecj and javac optimize control structures differently, leading to a different organization of basic blocks and branch instructions. For instance, the test case KeyboardReader contains a while loop
that depends on a condition of the form \( z \neq 0 \). Javac transforms this condition to an unconditional jump of the form if \( z = 0 \) goto end of loop, whereas the ecj generates a conditional jump of the form if \( z! = 0 \) goto loop. Currently, we do not provide an optimization step in SootDiff for these differences.

5 Related Work

Finding equal or similar parts within source code is a well-known problem called code clone detection. The level of code similarity is categorized into three different types taken from Koschke [10].

Type 1 clones are an exact copy of the original code without modifications, except for whitespaces and comments. Type 2 clones are syntactically identical copies with only slight renaming, e.g., renaming variables or function identifiers. Type 3 clones are copies with further modifications, e.g., addition or deletion of statements.

Selim et al. [17] present an approach that is similar to SootDiff from a technical point of view; like SootDiff they use Soot’s intermediate representation Jimple to detect Type 3 source code clones. As an input, the approaches solely uses Java source code files to produce Jimple code. To detect clones, they apply existing Java Source clone detection tools on the Jimple representation. For reporting detected clones to users, they map the results from Jimple back to Java.

While the presented approach is similar to SootDiff, there exist significant differences. First, we assume that no Java sources are available, and thus we solely work on bytecode. Second, we do not run existing code clone detection tools for source code but tailored the comparison to Jimple itself. Third, we do not aim to detect Type 3 clones but aim to detect if two bytecode classes, which may have been generated by different Java compiler, originate from the same source code. Consequently, we cannot rely on existing source code clone detection techniques.

Bytecode Clone Detection  Baker and Manber [1] present a clone detection approach based on disassembled bytecode using the tools Siff, Dup, and Diff. Thus, the presented approach reports the clone detection results based on untyped stack-based bytecode. In contrast, SootDiff uses Jimple to detect equal classes and methods, which is a typed three-address code, and thus closer to source code than bytecode. Thus, the results are easier to understand and interpret from

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>javac</th>
<th>ecj</th>
<th>grj</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ArrayDemo java</td>
<td>✗ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DivBy0 java</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td>✗ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FunctionCall java</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td>✗ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HelloData java</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td>✗ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HelloWorld java</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td>✗ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HelloWorldException java</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td>✗ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KeyboardIntegerReader.java</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td>✗ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KeyboardReader.java</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td>✗ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MyFileReader.java</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td>✗ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MyFileWriter.java</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td>✗ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point2d.java</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td>✗ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PointerTester.java</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td>✗ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PointerTester$Point2d.java</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td>✗ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Comparison results based on bytecode/Jimple

1 results are in the form bytecode/Jimple


3 Sample Java Classes from the University Illinois [7].

4 The bytecode comparison ignores the different bytecode version number in the generated .class files.

5 Highlighted in green where SootDiff comparison succeeds but the Bytecode differs.

Figure 5. Compiler Optimizations: javac vs. ecj
a developer’s perspective. Moreover, the comparison based on Jimple, as well as Soot’s optimization steps allow us to reduce dissimilarities introduces by different Java compilers, and thus enables clone detection across compilers.

**Source Code Clone Detection** Several approaches for different programming languages exist that aim to detect clones in source code [4, 8, 9, 13].

To this end, these approaches apply different clone detection techniques on the source code directly, e.g., string-based, token-based, abstract syntax tree (AST)-based, metric-based, etc. [10, 16]. In contrast, SootDiff uses the Jimple intermediate representation since we aim to detect if the bytecode of two bytecode artifacts is equal even if no source code is available. While the source code of classes can be recovered successfully using decompilers, which makes existing source code clone detections applicable, the source code obtained from a decompiler does not benefit from the simplifications and optimizations the intermediate representations Jimple offers, e.g., reduced instruction set.

### 6 Conclusion

In this paper, we present SootDiff, an approach to compare the bytecode generated by different Java compilers based on Soot’s intermediate representation Jimple. For the comparison of the parsed Jimple representation, we rely on the established Myers’ diff algorithm. Although SootDiff currently uses only a String optimization step in combination with Soot’s default optimizers, e.g., dead code eliminators, our evaluation shows that SootDiff produces promising results. However, our results also show that further optimization steps that reduce dissimilarities, e.g., the organization of basic blocks and control structures, will improve the detection of code clones further. In the future, we plan to add additional optimization and unification steps to improve SootDiff’s performance. Finally, we plan to use more advanced code clone detection techniques in addition to Myers’ algorithm.
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